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Edensaw Deliveries

BARN woodworkers who purchase materials from Edensaw in Port Townsend may be able to
arrange free delivery of their wood to BARN by combining their order with a studio order. To ask
whether a studio order is planned soon, contact Wayne Chang at wwchang@mac.com.

There are a few procedures to remember that will ensure the order and delivery process goes
smoothly:

● Reach out to Keegan Conrad, keegan@edensaw.com, for your order.
● Let him know that you’re a BARN member and you want to piggy back the delivery on

the BARN studio order.
● Keegan can quote pricing and availability. The store should not charge you a small order

or delivery fee as it’s being delivered together.
● Make sure you make payment, via credit card, for your order when you’re on the

phone.
● It is best to get your order in no later than Wednesday as they load the truck on

Thursday and typically deliver on Friday.

With regard to delivery, we encourage members to be there to receive their orders. The delivery
driver will typically phone you before reaching BARN, assuming you have provided Edensaw
with your phone number. If it is not possible for you to be there for delivery, please give that
day's BARN Manager or Monitor a heads up to receive it on your behalf. You can contact
Wayne Chang (wwchang@mac.com) if you don't know who is monitoring or managing. Keep in
mind, when we receive products for members, we just receive, we don’t inspect or deal with
your order other than help bring it in. Rarely is there an issue.

Finally, this only works when we have a BARN studio order at the same time. If that isn't the
case you can still order and get delivery; you'll just have to pay the Edensaw delivery charge.
And it will be even more important to be there to receive the wood or make sure someone else
will be.
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